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Numerical studies of the properties of multiarmed spirals show that they can form spontaneously in
low excitability media. The maximum number of arms in a multiarmed spiral is proportional to the
ratio of the single spiral period to the refractoriness of the medium. Multiarmed spirals are formed due
to attraction of single spirals if these spirals rotate in the same direction and their tips are less than one
wavelength apart, i.e., a spiral broken not far from its tip can evolve into a 2-armed spiral. We propose
this mechanism to be responsible for the formation of multiarmed spirals in mounds of the slime mold
Dictyostelium discoideum. [S0031-9007(97)02750-6]
PACS numbers: 87.22.–q, 47.54.+rTarget and spiral wave patterns are known to occur in
excitable media. While target patterns result from peri-
odic artificial stimulation (or alternatively occur in oscil-
latory media), spiral waves when initiated can indefinitely
persist in excitable media. Examples of spiral waves are
observed in a variety of physical, chemical, and biologi-
cal systems [1]. The properties of single spiral waves as
well as the conditions responsible for their formation have
been studied in detail [2]. However, the problem of spiral
interactions, especially the formation of multiarmed spi-
rals, is less well investigated. Multiarmed spirals can be
identified by the fact that all the arms of a multiarmed
spiral propagate through a common territory and therefore
form one high frequency wave source.
There are two important open questions associated with
multiarmed spirals: How are they formed and are they
stable? Multiarmed spirals never occur spontaneously
in excitable chemical media such as the Belovsov-
Zhabestinskii reaction; however, they can be constructed
experimentally [3]. On the other hand, in a well investi-
gated biological excitable system, the development of the
cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum (Dd), they
can occur spontaneously [4]. Aggregation of starving
cells is controlled by propagating spiral waves of the
chemoattractant cAMP, which, upon mound formation,
transform into multiarmed spirals (Fig. 1). In this Letter
we investigate the conditions under which multiarmed
spirals can spontaneously form, and suggest a mechanism
for their formation. As to the stability of multiarmed
spirals, it was suggested in [5] that multiarmed spirals
are never stable since the arms repel each other. How-
ever, here we define the conditions in which the arms
of a multiarmed spiral can rotate stably around one
common core.
For calculations we have used FitzHugh-Nagumo equa-
tions [6],
›gy›t ­ DDg 2 kggs g 2 ad s g 2 1d 2 kr r , (1)
›ry›t ­ s g 2 rdyt . (2)0031-9007y97y78(12)y2489(4)$10.00These equations are commonly used to describe a proto-
type excitable medium. In our case, g is taken to repre-
sent the concentration of the extra-cellular cAMP and r
the number of desensitized cAMP receptors in a field of
aggregating Dd amoebae [7].
Calculations were performed in a two-dimensional
400 3 400 array using the explicit Euler method with
a space step hx ­ 0.5 and time step ht ­ 0.05. Von
Neumann’s “no flux” boundary conditions were imposed
on the boundaries of the medium. In the computations
we have used the following set of parameters: a ­ 0.05,
D ­ 1, kg ­ 4.86, kr ­ 1.5, and t ­ 5. To test the
numerical stability we performed computations with a
twofold smaller value of the space step and fourfold
smaller time steps. These showed less than 2% change
in the velocity of single planar waves and less than 3%
change in the period of spiral rotation. Therefore we
conclude that the computations are stable for all practical
purposes.
Figure 2 shows the influence of the density of randomly
initiated spirals on the evolution of these spirals in a
medium of given excitability and refractoriness. If the
number of spirals initiated in the medium is small, i.e.,
the distances between their tips is big enough, the spirals
interact only slightly. This type of interaction results in a
drift of the spirals with respect to each other [Fig. 2(A)].
FIG. 1. (A) Two-armed, (B) three-armed, and (C) five-armed
spirals of propagating optical density waves observed in
mounds of Dictyostelium discoideum under dark field optics.
The waves are due to light scattering changes caused by
changes in the rate of chemotactic movement of individual cells
in response to propagating spiral waves of cAMP.© 1997 The American Physical Society 2489
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single, 2-armed, or even multiarmed spirals. The number of
arms in the multiarmed spirals depends on the initial density of
the wave breaks. Broken waves were initiated by the addition
of random noises Rs g 1 0.1d and R1sr 1 0.1d to the right-
hand sides of (1) and (2), respectively [8]. R and R1 are
random numbers which vary in the range from 20.25 to 0.25.
Both values are changing in time (time step is 0.25 or 5ht) and
in space (space step is 2.5 or 5hx). This random noise was
imposed during the initial part of the computation [to t ­ 11
in (A), t ­ 12.5 in (B), and t ­ 20 in (C)]. Because of this
noise, waves were formed and broken. The longer the noise
is imposed, the more broken waves occur in the medium. The
gray scale from black to white corresponds to the values of g
from 20.1 to 0.9. In addition, black corresponds to values of
g lower than 20.1 and white to values higher than 0.9 (range
of variation of g during computations is from 20.27 to 0.92).
If the number of spirals initiated is higher, they interact
more strongly. There are some cases where spirals rotate
in the same direction and their tips are located not too
far from each other. These spirals attract each other and
form 2-armed spirals [Fig. 2(B)]. These 2-armed spirals
emit excitation waves at twice the frequency of single-
armed spirals. As a consequence, they repel all single
spirals until they are expelled from the medium.
If the number of spirals initiated in the medium is very
high, even more than two spirals can attract each other.
An example of this kind of strong interaction is shown in
Fig. 2(C). First of all, almost all spirals rotating clockwise
attract each other and form one multiarmed spiral. This
multiarmed spiral quickly repels all the remaining single
spirals from the medium. Later, the multiarmed spiral
loses, one by one, most of its arms, repelling them from2490the medium as well. In the case shown in Fig. 2(C) only
four arms remain.
The arms of the multiarmed spirals shown in Figs. 2(B)
and 2(C) do not rotate around a fixed core, the tips all
meander. However, it is possible to initiate multiarmed
spirals whose arms rotate stably around a common core.
In Fig. 3 we show 2-, 3-, and 5-armed spirals stably ro-
tating in relatively high, intermediate, and low excitability
media, respectively. The spiral core diameter increases
with a decrease in the excitability of the medium. De-
creasing the excitability results in an increase of the single
spiral period as well as in the maximal number of arms of
the multiarmed spiral sNmaxd that can be initiated. The
5-armed spiral initiated in low excitability medium is not
stable in the higher excitable media shown in Figs. 3(A)
and 3(B). The 2-armed spirals can rotate stably in any of
the media shown.
In Fig. 4(a) a plot of maximal number of arms (with
common core) versus the excitability of the medium is
given. Excitability has been changed by the variation
of parameter kg (rate of g production). A decrease
of kg in the given range results in a sharp increase
in the rotation period of a single-armed spiral (almost
1000%), a small decrease in the velocity of excitation
waves (around 25%), and has almost no effect on the
refractoriness of the medium (10%). Therefore, the
maximum number of arms, Nmax, increases with an
increase in the rotation period of a single spiral. The
velocity of wave propagation for a multiarmed spiral is
almost the same as for a single spiral.
We have found that an increase in the refractoriness of
the medium (by variation of the relaxation time t) results
in a decrease of Nmax. Figure 4(b) shows how a plane
of period versus refractoriness is divided into regions
FIG. 3. Multiarmed spirals whose arms rotate stably around
common cores are shown in media with different excitability.
Excitability is changed by the variation of the production rate
of g: kg ­ 5.0 in (A), kg ­ 4.86 in (B), and kg ­ 4.7 in (C).
The possible number of arms increases with a decrease in the
excitability of the medium. To obtain n-armed spirals we have
initiated n times a broken wave (piece of planar wave) with
an interval n times smaller than the period of a single spiral.
The thin lines denote the trajectories of the spiral tips. To
define the location of a spiral tip we have looked for a grid
with xy coordinates si, jd for which the four neighbors located
at si, j 6 1d and si 6 1, jd satisfy the following four different
conditions: s g , 0.4 or g . 0.4d and sr , 0.4 or r . 0.4d.
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spiral, period of a single-armed spiral, the velocity of the
waves, and the refractoriness of the medium as functions of
the rate of production of gskgd. The velocity was measured for
single planar waves. Refractoriness was measured in a one-
dimensional medium as a minimal interval between waves in
response to the lowest stimulus exciting the medium. Nmax
has been determined by checking the stability of n-armed
spirals with an initial interval between arms equal to Tspyn.
(b) Diagram showing the regions of occurrence of multiarmed
spirals with 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 arms as depending on the period
of a single spiral and the refractoriness of the medium.
with different Nmax. The value of Nmax can be estimated
roughly from the relationship of the single-spiral period,
Tsp , to the refractoriness of the medium, Refr.
Nmax ­ intsAsTspdTspyRefrd . (3)
The factor AsTspd slowly increases from 1.5 to 1.8 for the
increase in Tsp shown in Fig. 4(b). To obtain Fig. 4(b),
we varied parameters kg and t. Changes in Nmax due
to the variation of the other model parameters, a and kr ,
are in good agreement with those shown in Fig. 4(b). An
increase in parameter a (resulting in an increase in Tsp and
Nmax as well as in a decrease in the velocity of waves and
to negligible changes in the refractoriness) is very similar
to a decrease in kg. An increase in kr is qualitatively
similar to a decrease in t, since both decrease velocity
and refractoriness, and increase Tsp and Nmax.
The last point that we will address is the mechanism
for the formation of multiarmed spirals in Fig. 2. Theyoccur due to the attraction of single spirals rotating in the
same direction, when the distance between them is small
in comparison with the wavelength. This is illustrated
in Figs. 5(A) and 5(B), which show the effects of the
breaking of a spiral wave at different distances from the
tip. Each broken spiral gives rise to three spirals. The
spirals shown in Fig. 5(A′) almost do not interact. There
is a slow drift of spirals 2 and 3 which are very close to
each other but rotate in opposite directions. There is no
interaction between spirals 1 and 2 since they are far apart
(initial distance is 90 space units). The spiral in Fig. 5(B)
has been broken closer to its tip. As a result, spirals 1
and 2 (initial distance is 60 space units) attract each other
and form a 2-armed spiral. The 2-armed spiral repels the
third single-armed spiral rotating in the opposite direction,
leading to the exclusion of spiral 3 from the medium. The
attraction of spirals 1 and 2 is caused by the influence of
FIG. 5. (A), (A′), (B), (B′) A break of a single spiral can
result either in the formation of new single spirals (A)-(A′) or
to the formation of a 2-armed spiral (B)-(B′). A 2-armed spiral
is formed when the break is located not too far from the spiral
tip. In the medium shown the critical distance is 70–80 space
units, while the wavelength of a single spiral is 110 space units.
To introduce a break in the spiral, the values of both variables
are reset to their rest values (0) inside the rectangles marked
in (A) and (B). t ­ 105 in (A) and t ­ 80 in (B) (t ­ 0 is
the time of initiation of the original spiral). The state of the
media at t ­ 1000 is shown in (A′) and (B′). The thin lines
denote the tracks of spiral tips. (C), (C′) Interaction of a spiral
with a sequence of planar waves propagating from the upper
boundary of the medium. Because of the interaction, the spiral
drifts. There is a vertical component of the drift which is in
the direction of the planar wave source when the period of
the planar waves is 65 time units [track 1 in (C′)] and in the
opposite direction when the period is 25 time units [track 2 in
(C′)]. The period of the spiral is 96 time units.2491
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2492TABLE I. Periods of spirals 1 and 2 during the first nine loops of their rotation [Figs. 5(B)
and 5(B′)].
LOOP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
SPIRAL 1 64.5 82.3 74.2 62.3 87.5 98.5 87.7 96.2 104.3
SPIRAL 2 98.6 60.5 81.1 95.1 96.5 93.7 95.5 96.2 96.4the waves emitted by one spiral on the motion of the other
spiral’s tip. This influence is similar to that of waves
emitted by a high frequency wave source on the spiral.
It has been shown that the spiral will start to drift due to
this influence [9]. In Figs. 5(C) and 5(C′) the effect of
a sequence of planar waves on a single spiral is shown.
If the frequency of the planar waves is slightly higher
than that of the spiral, the spiral shifts in the direction
of a planar wave source, i.e., the spiral is attracted by
this source [track 1 in Fig. 5(C′)]. An increase in this
frequency results in a shift from attraction to repulsion
[track 2 in Fig. 5(C′)].
We therefore expect that the spirals 1 and 2 in Fig. 5(B′)
attract each other since each spiral feels the other as a wave
source of slightly higher frequency. That this is correct
is shown in Table I which shows the periods of spirals 1
and 2 during the first nine loops of their rotation. Their
periods have been detected by tracking of the motion of
the spiral tips. The period of an undisturbed single spiral
in this particular medium is 96.6 time units. It is seen that
the interacting spirals rotate faster for the first four loops
which corresponds to the time that they attract each other.
Furthermore, it is seen that spiral 1 is, on average, faster
than spiral 2 and therefore acts as a high frequency wave
source. After this initial period of attraction the periods of
both spirals are more stable and closer to the period of the
single spiral (the last five loops).
The most important result reported in this Letter is that
a multiarmed spiral can arise spontaneously from single-
armed spirals. We have found that they only form in
low excitability media (in the model used, the period of
single spiral should be at least 3 times higher than the
refractoriness of the medium). Furthermore, the density
of spirals initiated in the medium has to be high enough so
that there are spirals rotating in one direction at distances
less than the single-spiral wavelength. It is known that
cAMP spiral waves can transform spontaneously into
multiarmed spirals in the early stages of Dd mound
formation (Fig. 1). However, it was not at all clear how
they could form. Based on our calculations, we assume
that at this stage the excitability of the cAMP relay system
decreases, a change caused by a switch in the expression
of high to low affinity cAMP receptors [10]. Furthermore,
during this time, the mound is very inhomogeneous and
irregularly shaped, and this could cause breaks of the
original single-armed spiral. Such a broken spiral could
then evolve into a multiarmed spiral in the same way as
in Figs. 2(C) and 5(B).In our computations we also observed multiarmed
spirals whose arms rotate stably around a common core
(Fig. 3). The multiarmed spirals observed so far did
not seem to be stable [3]. Moreover, it was assumed
in [5] that multiarmed spirals can never be stable. We
now understand why the multiarmed spirals in [5] were
unstable. The excitability of the computational media
used in [5] was not low enough. The ratio of the single-
spiral period to the refractoriness of the medium was 1.7,
which is not enough to get stable 2-armed spirals (see
Fig. 4). Starting from random initial conditions, we found
that the arms of the multiarmed spirals are meandering
[Figs. 2(B), 2(C), and 5(B)]. We have shown, however,
that it is possible to get arms rotating stably (for more
than ten rotations) along the same core in the special case
of completely symmetric initial conditions (Fig. 3).
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